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Name:  ________________________________________ 
SIGN IMMEDIATELY, PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE RTOS Exam No. 6 (50pts.) – 13⅓% of the final grade 
This exam is open textbook and limited notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 
not be exchanged during the exam and may be collected with the exam. No computer, pads or cell phones.  Calculators approved for standardized tests 
are allowed.  Provide clear and simple code or concise and to the point essay answer for maximum credit.  Answers that are too long may indicate that 
the author includes information that is out of scope of the question or is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points. 

Question 1A (16pts.) 

Understanding device drivers and HAL: FR_UART.* - UART device driver for FreeRTOS, and  

BU_UART.*  - UART device driver that was used previously for main superloop programs: 

The FR_UART device driver utilizes a UART data sent interrupt: yes     no 

The FR_UART device driver utilizes a semaphore to allow multiple thread safe use: yes     no 

The FR_UART device driver always blocks when sending a character: yes     no 

The FR_UART device driver can block when sending a character: yes     no 

The FR_UART device driver allows non-blocking sending a character: yes     no 

The BU_UART device driver utilizes a UART data sent interrupt: yes     no 

The BU_UART device driver utilizes a semaphore to allow thread safe use: yes     no 

The BU_UART device driver utilizes a queue to allow non-blocking sending a character: yes     no 

Question 1B (14pts.) 

Understanding FR_ADC.* - ADC0 device driver for FreeRTOS: 

The ADC device driver utilizes a timer overflow interrupt: yes     no 

The ADC device driver utilizes an ADC complete interrupt: yes     no 

The ADC device driver utilizes a semaphore to allow sleep while waiting for the results: yes     no 

The ADC device driver utilizes a global array to store the measurements internally: yes     no 

The ADC device driver utilizes a semaphore to allow thread safe use: yes     no 

The ADC device driver utilizes a semaphore to allow multithread safe use: yes     no 

The ADC device driver allows measuring several channels in one function call: yes     no 

Double check your answers, one more page to go…  
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Question 2A (7.5pts.) 
Explain in plain English the rule 10.6.   

Rule 10.6 (required) A “U” suffix shall be applied to all constants of unsigned type. 

 

 

 

Provide an example that breaks the Rule 10.6. 

 

 

Question 2B (7.5pts.) 
Correct the provided code so that it does not violate the rule 6.2. For maximum credit use ISO (POSIX) data 

types that were introduced in C99. 

Rule 6.2 (required): signed and unsigned char type shall be used only for the storage and use of numeric values. 

char count = 100U; // this variable counts down to 0 and restart at 100, it is always >=0 

Corrected code: 

 

 

Question 3 (5pts.) 
Provide information about serial, USB, and CAN technologies. Circle all that apply: 

1. 802.3 Ethernet: Pt-Pt     Star     Bus     Peer-Peer    Only-packet-based 

2. CAN: Pt-Pt     Star     Bus     Peer-Peer    Only-packet-based 

3. USB: Pt-Pt     Star     Bus     Peer-Peer    Only-packet-based 

4. RS422/485: Pt-Pt     Star     Bus     Peer-Peer    Only-packet-based 

5. RS232: Pt-Pt     Star     Bus     Peer-Peer    Only-packet-based 

Thank You. Have a Great Summer. 


